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TOUGH, WELL-BUILT

Trailers &
Commercial
Bodies

About Us
Mena metal
We are focused on building trailers to meet the
high standards of quality, precision and performance
demanded by our customers. We believe in innovation
and creativity, which help us to excel in our industry and
have trailers, tippers, flatbed and low-bed semi-trailers,
storage tanks & silos. We aim to become a supplier of
choice in the MENA region. No matter what your need is, we
can supply it.
Offering a broad range of high-quality end products to meet your business needs,
MENA metal provides design and build solutions that are fair cost and easy to
maintain. Our bunch of leading Design Engineers, Manufacturing Engineers, and
Assembly Operatives work closely together to use technologically advanced
machinery to create a variety of customised trailers specific to your needs and
create a profoundly diverse product range in the industry. On our
sophisticated equipment with state-of-the-art technology, the sheets and
other components are first cut and then precisely bent, rolled or welded
together! In many ways to build customised trailers for each customer
using quality materials and have been working with reputed clients in
the UAE to cater to the GCC region, such as Oman, Yemen, and
Africa.

Our Mission

Our Vision

Our vision is grounded in transforming lives, communities, and
businesses using our resources and technical expertise. We would
be proud to maintain our position as industry experts by
implementing constant innovation, quality-focused systems, and a
solid customer base. We are making it possible by creating
advanced technological processes and product solutions by
providing a safe, sound, and caring work environment for our
communities and indicating high ethical standards in manufacturing.

We are striving to be truly customer-centric to
extract sustainable ways to make a difference in the
industry. More than providing a product or service,
we are bound to provide every customer with a
great partnering experience. We want deeper
customer relationships on a human level by investing
in every individual experience, from the first contact
to a loyal customer.

Trailer
We are a renowned manufacturer of low-cost trailers in the UAE that provides top-of-the-line equipment to businesses and
industries. We design and build the best heavy-duty vehicles in the field that suit individual applications. Almost every
industry relies on the trailer and commercial trucking to transport goods. The trailers we manufacture are meticulously
designed to provide the best durability and towing experience when transporting any cargo.

Types of Trailer
Low Bed Trailers
Flat Bed Trailers
A Frame Trailers
Tipper Trailers
Recovery Vehicles
Skeleton Trailers
Reefer Trailer With Cooling Unit

Tankers

Tankers are safe, reliable and cost-effective; they behold superior quality in moving bulk
liquids. We have specialised tankers handling and transporting hazardous and
non-hazardous liquids and chemicals and being manufactured by the International
Organization for Standardization requirements for physical dimensions and a universal
feature set to transport liquids, both hazardous and non-hazardous.

Types of Trailer
Truck Mounted Tanker
Tank Semi-Trailers
Vacuum Sewage Tanker
Tanks

Commercial Bodies
We provide the best-manufactured commercial bodies to maximise the effect of your purposes, silos in High-grade mild
Steel and Stainless Steel. Truck bodies made of aluminium, steel, fibreglass, or a combination of these materials, truck
bodies with cranes or hoists, and insulated and refrigerated units are among them. With us, you can maximize your
profitability while maximising the safety of your consignments by choosing the right kind of body for them.

Types of Trailer
Cargo Bodies
Trucks
Silos
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